
Appendix 6  

 
Mandatory penalties applying to all BKC events: 

Infringment/ Description Penalty 

Failure to attend drivers briefing. £50 fine 

Failure to obey an official of the meeting Race Exclusion for first offence, Meeting 
exclusion thereafter 

Failure to report to scrutineering Race Exclusion 

Scrutineering non- compliance Race Exclusion 

Underweight Race Exclusion 

  

Contravention of a flag signal 
Before/ After race 

4 place penalty 

Contravention of flag signal 
During race 

4 place penalty 

Contravention of black flag x2 Meeting Exclusion 

  

Gaining an unfair advantage 10 second penalty 

Driving in a manner incompatible with 
safety 

Race Exclusion 

Aggravated or persistent contact Race or if persistent Meeting Exclusion 

Exceeding track limits x 4 times 5 second penalty  

Drop down nose cone  5 second penalty 

Re-setting drop down nose cone or 
deliberately brake checking another driver  

Race exclusion 



  

Abusive language, behaviour or assault. 
Including parent/guardian 

Meeting Exclusion  

Breach of Rules/Competitors obligations 
Minor 

25 Point penalty 

Breach of competitors obligations  
Major 

Meeting Exclusion 

Breach of UK law or bringing the 
sport/championship into disrepute 

Police to be called, if applicable.  
Championship or meeting Exclusion. 

  

Non start after 3 attempts/ attempted repair 
or driver not removed to a Marshall post for 
safety. 

1 Lap Penalty 

Driver exiting kart before engine switched 
off and  instructed to do so by PG or race 
official (Parc Ferme) 

C50, 20 second penalty. All other classes 1 
lap penalty. 

Lifting rear of kart on dummy grid or start 
line  

10 second penalty  

Running engine in parc-ferme or on dummy 
grid before instruction 

10 second penalty  

Jump start or leaving tram lines before race 
start  

10 second penalty  

Defending/weaving/blocking other than on 
first and last laps 

10 second penalty 

  

In the event a driver/parent guardian is Excluded from the meeting a zero score will 
apply and the round will not be eligible to use as a ‘drop round’. 

If a 25 point penalty is administered, the round will be ineligible for a dropped round. 


